Question One:

- Complete the sentences by using a form of the words in parentheses:-

1- Our solar systems [include] -------------- the sun and the planets that [revolve] ------------ around it.

2- Nowadays scientists [observe] -------------- distant parts of the universe, and they are learning more about its early history.

3- I went to the library last night, and we [go, probably] --------------there tonight too.

4- A: Which color [prefer, you] ---------------------------------- red or blue?
   B: I [like] -------------- blue better than red.

5- The game [begin] -------------- at one tomorrow afternoon.

6- I am in London this summer. I [learn] -------------- English.

7- I [sit] --------------in a café when you [call] --------------.

8- I [have] --------------something interesting to show you. I [hold] -------------- a rock that came from the moon. It [belong] -------------- to the university museum now.

9- They [live] in --------------Germany when they [be] -------------- young.

10- The doctor is [see, not] -------------- any more patients.
Question Two:

- Complete the sentences with the proper word:-

1 – You should always wear a seat---------- in a car.

2- I try to-------------some of my salary every month so that I can go travelling.

3- Don’t be so------------! You will have to wait.

4- I am trying not to --------money on clothes I will never wear.

5- The film was really----------------. I nearly fell asleep.

6- A--------------- area a place where you can’t drive.

7- I -----------200$ from the cash machine.

8- I get -------- by going to the gym.

9- There is a new ski ---------------- in my town and it is indoor.

10- It is very important to warm --------- before doing sports.

11- You should think about how other people feel instead of being so------------.

12- Was your mother angry? Yes, she was -------------.
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